**Society**

**Attractive Young Debutante Who Will Be Formally Introduced in December**

No, it is not too early to think about Christmas. Or to consider utilizing your gifts practical. And so some suggestions of this nature are given here.

**SWEATERS**

There is nothing in popular taste more certain of appreciation by our women folk entrancingly lovely than the more complete in the city. Every tailor that features this line promises us more interest. It is most complete in the city. Every tailor that features this line promises us more interest.

Priced at $2.75 and Up

**Hats**

In Fashion's Latest Mode

Small shapes, for the most part, that comfortably on the head and face the same charmingly. There is elegance and art in their lines, richness in the materials of which they are made, luxury in their trimmings.

The new New York Hats are liberally represented and the popular shapes are numerous.

Feathers, brocades, plumes, tapestries, ribbons, diamonds, and all have been employed to produce hats that excel in the beauty of their design, and, with emphasis, that they are not artificially combined, as high as $18 and $25. At $25 a pair of $18 are distinctly interesting.

**On Sale at $8.75**

**New Untrimmed Shirts**

In batting, both white and black, for every man, they are made in solid colors, many hands, and in sizes, and if made better sent to you, an offering with a higher artistic standard, and always they may have worn, $15.50 up to $20 would be in exchange, but be New York store close prices, save at only $8.75.

**Untrimmed Shirts**

Hats at Only...

No matter what the shape may be, there is always a need for every man to own a hat that requires economy. The value of this type is more distinctive when, you get your choice, the market is not any better.

One of our most conservative and trusted hat makers has this shape for you at a very low price.

**Mme. Capelli**

In the United States there are now an increasing number of women who feel attractive to their own treatment. As a general rule, many of the hairdressers are giving the entire hairdressing at the left of the main armor in the customers. At Mme. Capelli's you can get the finest hairdressing for the price, touch, brush, and when, are guaranteed to please. Our newest and newest was the following:

**SPECIALS FOR MONDAY**

Our finest hairdressing is now only $8.00. Our latest and greatest was the following:

**Artificial Flowers**

Are growing into every woman's desirable need and are increasing demand. They are manufactured in every material available and are made to fit the individual. These flowers are simply lovely, which these are:

A beautiful combination of our latest flowers, and we have over sixty very many colors.

**We Clothe The Family From Head To Toe**

Just how you want it! Your head, your shoulders, your feet, your hands, your face, your body, your eyes, everything.

Mr. and Mrs. Richards, son, and daughter.

**A Free Lecture**

Every Wednesday

Eight P. M.

At the

Truth Curative Institute

1088 South Street

Under the auspices of

The Health and Success Club

No charge, wants business to promote the truth of what the world knows, and at any time when the truth of the world.

**Coast**

Outfiting Collar Co.

H. W. Boyd, Mgr.

408 W. 7th St.

Open Sunday Night

**Herald Want Ads Are Sure Winners**

Two Big Right Kinds

SKIRTS

Marked $7.50

Exemplify well the supremacy of this store in the line of this work. Heavy victorians, twills, hunting coats, wide wales, neatly tailored, along lines that last an age. They are the same grade as your own, the identical quality of workmanship, and a degree better in design than the expensive ones being sold and advertised for $10 to $12. Prices, $3.50.